
 “DEEP NIGHT" SLOW FOXTROT 
 Taught in Moscow 2015 

 

(All feet descriptions are Gent's footwork) 

 

 

1st "A" Section - 32 counts  
 

1. INNOVATION: Starting with 1st feet, HE backs onto the floor in line of direction 

leading her forward, with a gentle, level-headed Foxtrot with hands akimbo/on 

dress - 8 counts: 

 

1-2     3-4 5 6      7        8 

slow, slow, quick quick quick quick 

  L R L R L     R 

 

2. PIVOTS: Take partner with one hand (HIS right, HER left) as, HE takes one step 

forward (SHE back), one step back (SHE forward), then 4 quick pivot steps, 

maintaining the one arm hold, turning CW 1 time, ending with man facing LOD - 

8 counts: 

 

1-2    3-4      5        6       7      8 

step, step, quick quick quick quick (turning CW) 

 

3. SIDE STEPS: Starting on 1st feet, take 1 slow step backing the lady along LOD, 

then step feet together while placing hands palm to palm, elbows bending on slow 

steps (counts 1-4), then step side-together traveling into center of circle, unfolding 

arms completely on counts 5-8; tilt towards outside of circle - 8 counts: 

 

1-2      3-4            5       6     7   8 

step feet-together, step-side together step-side together 

  L        R            L       R  L   R 

 

4. GRAPEVINE: HE sways left, right, (SHE right, left) then both grapevine back- 

 side-front-side to return to the edge of the circle, replacing hands to Innovation  

 position – 8 counts: 

 

 1-2 3-4   5 6        7     8 

 sway sway back-side-front-side 

   L   R   L R      L      R 
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2nd "A" Section - 32 counts 
 

5. REPEAT steps 1 through 3: Innovation, Pivots, and Side Steps – 24 counts 

 

6. WIND IN: Take one more side step, then step back, stretch away from partner, 

facing out of the circle, his weight on his R foot.  Hold inside hands - 4 counts: 

 

    1-2      3-4  

step-side, stretch away from partner, facing out of the circle 

       L    R 

 

HE shifts weight to the left foot as SHE winds in (1 chaine' turn) to be cradled in 

his L arm, crossing her L arm on top of her R as she turns, her LH and his RH  

holding in front, still facing out of the circle - 4 counts: 

 

          5  6  7  8 

SHE: 1 chaine’ turn R/L/R/L 

 HE:  shift weight to left foot 

 

 

“B” section 

 

7. JAZZ SQUARES: Both starting on right feet, take 2 steps forward away from 

the center of the circle, then cross-step, step slightly behind, step back, step 

forward.  SHE is on his left.  REPEAT - 16 counts: 

 

1-2    3-4 5          6                7            8         1 - 8 

step, step, step-across  step-back  step-back  step-forward  REPEAT 

 R L R          L               R            L 

 

8. UNWIND: HE takes 1 step forward and brings feet together (SHE does step 

touch) while maintaining arms.  HE unwinds her to the left holding onto her right 

hand while SHE does one chaine’ turn L; stretch away from partner - 8 counts: 

 

 1-2   3-4                5 6  7  8             

step step (or touch) SHE: chaine' L/R step L and stretch away from partner 

 R      L    HE: weight on LF to unwind her, shift weight to RF stretch away 
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9. SHE takes 3 small steps (chassee') to him and leaps across him with assistance, 

landing L/R on his left side.   

 

HE lunges left to lift her in Waltz position, setting her down on his left.  End 

facing partner - 8 counts: 

 

1&2 3     4 5   6-7-8 

SHE: chassee' RLR, jete' L, land L/R in plie’ then face partner 

HE: lunge L & assist her across, he ends facing against LOD 

 

 

"A" Section - 32 counts 
 

REPEAT steps 1, 2, 3 and 4.  (Innovation, Pivots, Side Steps and Grapevine) 

 

REPEAT step 1 again, capturing her right hand behind her back with his right hand 

(Texas Tommy position). She unwinds as he changes hands from his R to his L, stretch 

away from partner.  She does 2 chaine’ turns past him into a final dip on his right.   

 

Pose.  Hold for applause. 
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